In this second edition a substantial amount of updated information has been added, together with corrections to the existinJ entries.
The compilation retains some significant older papers although it� main goal is to provide a wi�e and up-dated record of plutonic studies and closely related subjects concerning the Circum-Pacific region. We apologise for the fact that this bibliography is only as complete 'as t�me will allow'.
The bibliography has been structured following the alphabetical order of countries, with sub-divisions within countries when necessary.
Most of the papers include a brief summary and, in some cases, key-subject words are given in parenthesis.
An alphabetical index of authors and a list of country abbreviations are included.
Publications quoted were abbreviated following the recommendations of th€ Bibliography of the Geological Society of America.
The idea of publishing this bibliography has been perw�nently supported and encouraged by the IGCP-CPPP Leader Dr. Paul C. oateman and has materialized as a good example of team work thanks to the efforts of �olleagues from many different countries.
We would not wish to omit the name of any contributor but this has not always been possible. To ail our colleagues who kindly cooperated in this task we feel deeply indebted.
In Finally we are indebted to the excellent work of Mrs. Joan Jor. es who typed the manuscript of the first edition and to Miss Ines Aguirre who patiently helped in the editing of this second edition and expertly retyped its manuscript.
